A BILL FOR AN ACT

Concerning the creation of the Colorado Office of New Americans.

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at http://leg.colorado.gov.)

The bill creates, initially within the department of labor and employment, the Colorado Office of New Americans (ONA). The bill sets forth the ONA's duties and responsibilities and provides details regarding funding. The ONA serves as the point of contact for immigrant-serving state agencies, private sector organizations, and the public about immigrant issues in Colorado, and has as one of its central purposes the
successful integration and inclusion of immigrants and refugees in our state's communities. As its main priority, the ONA is required to implement a statewide strategy to facilitate economic stability and promote successful economic, social, linguistic, and cultural integration by investing in the success of immigrants in Colorado.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add article 3.7 to title 8 as follows:

ARTICLE 3.7

Colorado Office of New Americans

8-3.7-101. Legislative declaration - intent. (1) The general assembly hereby finds and declares that:

(a) Colorado is home to more than half a million immigrants, including refugees, who make up ten percent of the state's population and play a vital role in our state's cultural fabric and shared prosperity;

(b) Over six hundred thousand individuals, who make up eleven percent of Colorado's population, are native-born Americans with at least one immigrant parent;

(c) Immigrants and refugees are an integral part of Colorado's diverse economy and are a vital part of the state's tax base;

(d) Immigrant-led households in the state paid one and a half billion dollars in state and local taxes and had a combined spending power, after tax-income, of just over fourteen billion dollars in 2018;

(e) More than thirty-five thousand immigrant and refugee entrepreneurs employ over one hundred thousand individuals;
(f) Immigrants and refugees make up a little over thirteen percent of Colorado's science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) workforce, twenty-one percent of the construction workforce, seventeen percent of the manufacturing workforce, and nineteen percent of the administrative and support, waste management, and remediation services workforces; and

(g) Between 2017 and 2019, naturalization rates increased by seventy-seven percent in Colorado and an additional one hundred thirteen thousand eight hundred seventy-three Coloradans are eligible to naturalize.

(2) The general assembly further finds and declares that:

(a) Supporting the integration and inclusion of immigrants and refugees in our communities helps the whole state thrive;

(b) Creating and establishing an office of new Americans will help to organize a structure for state agencies and immigrant communities to partner in order to enhance integration across the state and will provide immigrant communities the means to address any concerns and obstacles they encounter when accessing services; and

(c) The office of new Americans is intended to serve as a centralized location where state programs, initiatives, and policies focused on facilitating economic stability and promoting successful integration for immigrants are housed.

(3) It is the general assembly's intent that the office of new Americans:

(a) Will grow over time so that in the future it could
PROVIDE GRANTS TO LOCAL IMMIGRANT-FOCUSED, COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS, DEPENDING ON AVAILABLE FUNDS; AND

(b) Be funded through gifts, grants, and donations through the 2022-23 state fiscal year and that in the second regular session of the seventy-fourth general assembly an appropriation be included in the annual general appropriation act for the office’s state funding and associated FTE; but nothing precludes the general assembly from making an appropriation to the office of new americans prior to the second regular session of the seventy-fourth general assembly.

8-3.7-102. Definitions. As used in this article 3.7, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) "Department" means the department of labor and employment created in section 24-1-121.

(2) "Immigrant" or "New American" means a coloradan who has arrived, and a person who will arrive, to Colorado as an immigrant or refugee, and includes their children. The population includes: refugees, asylees, special immigrant visa holders, victims of trafficking, recipients of the federal deferred action for childhood arrival program, and all other immigrants and aspiring citizens seeking opportunity, safety, or reunification of family.

(3) "Integration" means a dynamic, two-way process in which immigrants and new americans and the receiving community work together to build secure, vibrant, and cohesive communities without having to forego their own cultural identity.
"ONA" means the Colorado Office of New Americans created in section 8-3.7-103.

8-3.7-103. Colorado office of new Americans - creation - duties - report. (1) (a) There is hereby created, initially in the Department of Labor and Employment, the Colorado Office of New Americans, the head of which shall be the Director of the Colorado Office of New Americans, who shall be appointed by the executive director of the department. The Director of the ONA has regular access to the Office of the Governor and has the power to convene other state agencies.

(b) The director shall staff the ONA in order to effectively meet the goals and intentions set forth in this article 3.7 and to meet future needs of Colorado's New American community. In order to successfully carry out the ONA's purpose, it is the General Assembly's intent that an individual's lived experience or work within the immigrant community be considered when hiring decisions are made for ONA staff. The ONA serves as the point of contact for immigrant-serving state agencies, private sector organizations, and the public about immigrant issues in Colorado.

(c) (I) The ONA shall convene stakeholders and state agencies, including the Department, the Governor's Office, the Department of Human Services, the Department of Regulatory Agencies, and the Department of Public Health and Environment, to develop a recommendation to the Governor's Office on what state agencies or offices are best suited to administer the
COLORADO REFUGEE SERVICES PROGRAM CREATED IN SECTION 26-2-138, AND ANY RELATED PROGRAMS, SO THAT THE ONA'S REFUGEE INTEGRATION GOALS ARE MET OR EXCEEDED.

(II) The ONA shall complete a draft recommendation before January 1, 2022, and shall complete a final recommendation, which the ONA shall provide to the governor's office, no later than one year from the effective date of this subsection (1)(c).

(III) The department shall report on the ONA, including the draft and final recommendations described in subsections (1)(c)(I) and (1)(c)(II) of this section, as part of the department's annual presentation to its legislative committee of reference pursuant to section 2-7-203. If necessary, the committee may make a recommendation that a member of the general assembly sponsor appropriate legislation regarding the Colorado refugee services program created in section 26-2-138.

(2) The Colorado office of new Americans shall:

(a) Implement a statewide strategy to facilitate economic stability and promote successful economic, social, linguistic, and cultural integration by investing in the success of immigrants in Colorado;

(b) Identify and address issues related to integration;

(c) Foster enhanced inclusion for immigrants;

(d) Ensure equitable opportunities and access to services for immigrants;

(e) Establish and work with a community advisory committee that can provide input to the state from Colorado's
IMMIGRANT COMMUNITIES;

(f) Work directly with immigrant populations to hear and address their concerns and obstacles in accessing services;

(g) Coordinate with the Colorado Refugee Services program created in section 26-2-138 to align it with the goals of the ONA, and manage or direct any other relevant programs that might exist or be created on or after the effective date of this subsection (2)(g), including immigrant-focused state programs, initiatives, and policies, that might exist or be created in the future, so that the state’s services for immigrants and the state’s approach to immigrant integration are cohesive, integrated, and elegant;

(h) Coordinate with and make recommendations to the governor, the general assembly, and state agencies on ways to improve policies and programs to support immigrant integration across the state, such as:

(I) Recommending changes in the organization, management, programs, and budget of state agencies in order to promote the integration of immigrants;

(II) Coordinating with state agencies and public-private partnerships;

(III) Serving as a resource for community-based organizations serving immigrants in Colorado;

(IV) Creating a public-private program to build up immigrant-serving nonprofits statewide;

(V) Responding to inquiries and serving as the point of contact for immigrant-serving agencies, state agencies, and the
PUBLIC ABOUT IMMIGRANT ISSUES IN COLORADO; AND

(VI) RECOMMENDING AND PARTICIPATING IN CULTURAL
COMPETENCY AND DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION TRAINING FOR
STATE DEPARTMENTS;

(i) ENSURE THE ONA IS UTILIZING DATA ONLY AS AUTHORIZED
UNDER STATE AND FEDERAL LAW TO INFORM THE STATE'S EFFORTS TO
ADVANCE ECONOMIC STABILITY AND INTEGRATION FOR IMMIGRANTS. THE
ONA SHALL NEVER USE OR SHARE DATA SOLELY FOR THE USE OF CIVIL
IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT.

(j) AS FUNDING ALLOWS, UNDERTAKE STUDIES, SYMPOSIA,
RESEARCH, AND FACTUAL REPORTS TO GATHER INSIGHT AND TO
FORMULATE AND PRESENT RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GOVERNOR, STATE
AGENCIES, AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY RELATED TO ISSUES OF CONCERN
AND IMPORTANCE TO IMMIGRANTS IN COLORADO. THE ONA SHALL ALSO
ANALYZE ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS IN ORDER TO MAKE
POLICY AND PROGRAMMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GOVERNOR,
STATE AGENCIES, AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

(k) TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, ENSURE THAT ALL ONA SERVICES,
SYSTEMS, VITAL DOCUMENTS, AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS AND
RESOURCES, INCLUDING WEBSITES, ARE ACCESSIBLE TO ALL COLORADANS,
REGARDLESS OF ENGLISH PROFICIENCY AND DISABILITIES. WHERE
APPLICABLE AND POSSIBLE, THE ONA SHALL ENSURE COMPLIANCE
EXCEEDS THE COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL "AMERICANS
WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990", 42 U.S.C. SEC. 12101 ET SEQ., AS
AMENDED, ANY AVAILABLE ENGLISH PROFICIENCY PLANS, AND THE
COLORADO ANTI-DISCRIMINATION ACT IN PART 6 OF ARTICLE 34 OF TITLE
24.
(3) AS FUNDING ALLOWS, THE ONA SHALL PROMOTE INTEGRATION
ACTIVITIES AMONG IMMIGRANTS BY USING A MODEL SIMILAR TO THE
FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER PROGRAM SET FORTH IN ARTICLE 18 OF TITLE
26 WITH THE GOAL OF IMPLEMENTING IMMIGRANT SUPPORT THROUGH
COMMUNITY-BASED INITIATIVES AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS WHERE
IMMIGRANTS AND IMMIGRANT FAMILIES CAN ACCESS FORMAL AND
INFORMAL SUPPORT TO PROMOTE THEIR HEALTH, ECONOMIC WELL-BEING,
AND INTEGRATION. THE ACTIVITIES SHALL INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIMITED
to:

(a) ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES SUCH AS:
(I) WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT, SKILLS RECOGNITION, AND
BARRIER REDUCTION;
(II) INITIATIVES THAT INCREASE ECONOMIC STABILITY;
(III) ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND HIGHER EDUCATION ATTAINMENT;
AND
(IV) NATURALIZATION AMONG ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS;

(b) INCREASED ACCESS, SUCH AS:
(I) CONNECTING IMMIGRANTS TO LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL
RESOURCES, AND TO OTHER RESOURCES AS THEY ARE AVAILABLE OR
RELEVANT TO MEET THE IMMIGRANTS' NEEDS;
(II) CONNECTING IMMIGRANTS AND IMMIGRANT FAMILIES WITH
ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING PROGRAMS; AND
(III) PROVIDING IMMIGRANTS AND IMMIGRANT FAMILIES WITH
REFERRALS TO COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS; AND

(c) STATE EDUCATION AND OUTREACH BY:
(I) PROMOTING AND CELEBRATING THE SUCCESS AND
CONTRIBUTIONS OF COLORADO'S IMMIGRANT COMMUNITY; AND
(II) Engaging with the receiving community in order to foster inclusivity and integration by building awareness, promoting mutual understanding, and increasing social bridging opportunities.

(4) The ONA shall advise and provide guidance to the governor, state agencies, and the general assembly on any immigrant issue.

(5) (a) On or before November 1, 2022, and, notwithstanding section 24-1-136 (11), on or before November 1 each year thereafter, the director of the office of new Americans, or the director's designee, shall submit a report to the general assembly. The report shall include a review and summary of the activity, information, and data on all the programs that the office administered during the prior fiscal year.

(b) In order to minimize the costs associated with preparing the report required by subsection (5)(a) of this section, the ONA is authorized to incorporate or append to such report any other reports it is required by law to develop.

8-3.7-104. Colorado office of new Americans - funding. The General Assembly may appropriate money from the general fund or from any other available source for the purposes of the ONA specified in this article 3.7. The ONA may seek, accept, and expend gifts, grants, or donations from private or public sources for the purposes of this article 3.7.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 24-1-121, add (3)(k) as follows:
24-1-121. Department of labor and employment - creation.

(3) The department of labor and employment consists of the following divisions and programs:

(k) The Office of New Americans, or "ONA", created in Article 3.7 of Title 8, the head of which is the Director of the ONA. The ONA and the director shall exercise their powers, duties, and functions under the Department of Labor and Employment as if transferred by a **TYPE 1 TRANSFER**.

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 26-2-138, **amend** (4) as follows:

26-2-138. Refugee services program - state plan - rules - definitions. (4) The program may provide other services or assistance to support refugee resettlement and integration. **The program shall assist the Colorado Office of New Americans in carrying out its duties and goals as specified in Section 8-3.7-103 (2)(g), including the sharing of outcomes, partnerships, and the alignment of mission and purpose.**

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly; except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in November 2022 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.